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Lick reports on enrollment
Thd application pool for i990
was 9,769. In 1989, however, the pool
consisted of 10,095 applicants.
Administrators estimate that as
More part-time, transfer, and
students will be attending
as13,000
many
graduate students are attending the
this year. The official
UMaine
at
classes
University of Maine this fall, while the
students will be
;enrolled
of
number
number of full-time first-year students
15.
October
OA
available
dropped by 400 students, UMaine
Sii4ty-two percent of the new
President Dale Lick said Thursday.
carie from the top 30 percent of
According to Lick,the number students
thier graduating class, the highest such
offirst-year students dropped from 2,500
:at UMaine in a five year
in the fall of 1989 to 2,100 this semester, percentage
span.
however, the number of non-traditional
In addition,Lick said, students
part-time
students — commuters,
mtst four year programs at
entering
students, and night school students —
89 points higher than the
scored
Maine
rose to almost 2,600 students.
Scholatic Aptitude
combined
national
The application pool for 1990
points higher than
103
and
average
Test
is the second largest in the history ofthe
1990. Because of
for
Oierage
Maine
the
university, an increase of•30 percent in
believes the
Lick
scores,
•
high
these
the first-year students, 29 percent in
with its
target"
on
"right
is
university
it .11 Mt
transfer students, iind 71 percent in
Keith Hills rests while moving into Somerst
grad uate,students over the last five years,
(photo by Scott Leabir)
Coatinued int page 16
a press release from Lick states.

By Steven Pappas
Staff Writer

all last Monday.

ResLife accommodates a $1 million shortfall
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Cutbacks have eliminated or decreased positions
throughout Residential Life,
and more cuts will be made in
the future, according to
director Scott Anchors.
Full-time recettionist
positions were eliminated,
custodial staff positions were
t educed in favor cf a "team
cleaning" approach, and some
food service and managerial
staff were also laid o- ff,
according to Anchors.
A total of 35 people
were laid off by R.esLife, he
Said.
Due to a shortfall in the
number of s.udenis living in
residence halls this- year,
ResLife found itself with $1
million less than it had
anticipated, Anchors said.
Anchors said that there
are now over 300 vacancies
ResLife hadn't anticipated last
February when it made its
projections.

"People vi ho were
closest to the student body that
had the daily hands —on
contact every day were where
the positions wet cut," he
said.
!.
Greg Stonei, East
Campus Area Director, said
that ResLife has la lot of fixed
costs such as lig tins and heat
which cannot be educed.
"When yet try to cut,
.v places,"
there are only
Itch is staff
he said,"one .
and the other u!, • is supplies,
which does not tirn out to be
very large."
1
Carl Guinifrd, union
representative f4 service and
maintainence petple at
UMaine,- said nitimbers "are
taking (the cuts) very well"
but are disturbed that cuts
drIlemented.
needed to be im
t ResLife
said
He
a rosy
painting
"has been
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"Our ability to meet our
expenses depends on the
revenue we bring in from our
maim and board rates," he
said.
Anchors pointed out the
increase in part-time students
versus full-time students in all
universities lif0 nd the
country, as we as declining,
birth rates, for e dropoff in
dormitory dwel rs.
The decli ing numbers
in students in rt idence halls
will force Residential Life to
make $400,000 in
additional cuts this fall,
Anchors said.
Jeff Harris, whose fulltime
Resident Director
position at Gannet Hall was
eliminated by the budget cuts,
said UMaine has become a
business where money is more
iihportant than people.
He said it was "tragic"
that receptionist positions
were eliminated since they
had a lot of contact with
sudents.
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USDA building rede licated
By Can Clay
Staff Writer

ceremony said Libby is "a probing
realist who successfully combined a
vast knowledge of the state and the
people of the state."
Mawhinney quoted a speech
I.ibby once made which he prefaced
by saying,"My thinking has no
particular validity and I invite you to
tune me out."
Mawhinney supported the
dedication of the building, saying,
"This building will serve to keep
before Maine, and deservedly so, one
of Maine's greatest."
Libby claimed that his only
accomplishment of any merit since his
retirement 18 years ago had been
learning to make cookies. Libby said
in his closing remarks that,"I hadn't
realized what a great guy I was, rather
than am."
Also speaking at the dedication
ceremonies were: President Dale Lick;
Ruth J. Pearse, representing the Maine
Extension Association; Judith I.
Bailey, assistant vice president and
director of the UMaine Cooperative
Extension; and fellow members of the
UMaine class of 1932.

UMaine's newest academic
building was decicated in honor of
former >president Winthrop C. Libby
Friday.
The building, formerly known as
the USDA building, is located near
Nutting Hall.
Libby was a mamber of the
University of Maine class of 1932. He
holds a bachelor's degree in agronomy
and a master's in agricultural economics. Libby held a variety of faculty and
administrative positions beginning
with assistant professor of agronomy
and ending with his appointment as
president of the Orono campus.
Libby was the 11th president of
the•Ciniversity of Maine and is the only
UMaine graduate to ever hold that
post.
Libby served UMaine during the
tumultous period of the late 1960's
.when the Orono campus was faced
with state budgetary cuts and pressures
to close the campus.
Eugene Mawhinney, professor
emeritus of political science, at the
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Recycle the Maine Campus.
Share it with a friend and
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News in Brief
Iraq's Saddam Hussein on
Saturday urged Presidents Bush and
Gorbachev to take a hands-off
approach to the Persian Gulf crisis
and let the Arab world settle the
matter.
A U.S. -chartered flight from
Kuwait, meanwhile, was due in the
Jordanian capital Saturday but was held
up for some hours in Baghdad, he U.S.
Embassy in Amman said.There was no
explanation for the delay.

Pleading old age and ill health,
Mother Teresa is stepping down as
head of her order two weeks after
her 80th birthday and one year after
she suffered a nearly fatal heart
attack.

Manville Corp. agreed on
Sunday to inject up to $520 million
over the next seven years into a
financially strapped trust fund
designed to compensate •victims of
asbestos-related diseases:
Under a long awaiaid financial
President Bush and Soviet
President Mikhail Gorbachev - restructuring, the comaion stock
arrived Saturday for summit talks holdings of the Manville Personal
spawned by the Persian Gulf crisis. Injury Settlement Trut will be
Bush said he hoped forcommon ground increased to 80 percentfrom 50percent
against Iraq that would usher a "more of all common stock to gi4e the trust a
peaceful, stable and secure" post-Cold larger chunk of Manville' assets.
War era.
The United States; the Soviet
Gorbachev said it was important
and four other countries on
Union
for the two men to cooperate to protect
failed to reach full agreement
Sunday
"positive trends"taking place elsewhere
final plan fok German
on
the
in the world.
unification,
the East German news
directed
Iraq's Saddam Hussein
said.
agency
ADN
leaders,
the
two
pre-summit advice to
unification
i bound to go
While
prestige
of
the
United
telling Bush the
on Oct. 3,
scheduled
forward
as
slide
were
to
would
sink
"if
it
States
into the abyss of war" and telling Sunday's talks indicate there may be
Gorbachev that siding with the some hard bargaining belbre then.
There was no immediate
Americans would increase world doubts
indication of what ahe sticking points
about Soviet status as a superpower.
.:might be.
.The Pentagon is trying to
A thief broke into a Chevrolet
increase the "creature comfort"
quotient for troops in the Mideast by dealership in Houlton,!klaine early
lifting weight restrictions on mail Friday and stole a new van from the
and telling service men and women showroom by driving it through an
overhead door, police said.
to pack an FM radio.
The theft at Butler Motors, Inc,
Fighting boredom in the far-flung
fields of potential battle could become was one of a string of break-ins to hit
a major problem for troops deployed in the northern Maine town during the
Operation Desert Shield as long as a night.
military stalemate continues.
Maine stale government
A California man who said he collects $73.89 from every $1,000 of
came to Michigan to help his dying personal incOme earned by its
wife commit suicide was ordered to residents, giving the state a No. 5
stand trial on Saturday on charges of ranking in percentage ofincome that
murder and conspiracy to commit is collected by the state,according to
a study by a tax-study group.
murder.
Nationwide, states collect an
Bertram Harper,72, of Loomis,
Calif.,faces possible life imprisonment average of $57.55 per $1,000 of
if convicted of the Aug. 19 death of his personal income, the Tax Foundation
wife Virginia,69, who was diagnosed of Washington said. These figures
with cancer of the breast and liver.
include all taxes. including taxes on
sales, personal income, corporate
The nation's unemployment income, alcohol, inheritances, gifts,
climbed to 5.6 percent in August,the fuels,tobacco,and public utilities. The
highest level in two years and the state figures also include fees for
second straight monthly increase. licenses.
Analysts called the report fresh
evidence the economy is on the brink
Two months before the
of a recession if not already sliding election,nearly halfof Mainesvoters
in.
• want to return the governorship to
Democrat Joseph E. Brennan and
President Bush is scheduled to less than 40 percent favor another
met with congresaional budget term for Republican Gov. John
negotiators on Sunday,saying he still McKernan,according to poll results
wants $50 billion cut from the released Saturday night.
projected federal deficit despite new
costs of the Mideast crisi5., and
State officialsln Maine already
the economy is headed have spent more than $1 million
nu created
ii•aud scandal
A hyen
t accidentally
; 'ommunity Action
,.ked itself 1,, , lie bathroom at a Pi • am, and they say the cost to
,•/•oark goi
'
•
ta • • • , erscould ultimately approach
-- it
fie room
1- lienend
thi t. times that much.
The Star ne
; said
Friday the hyena spent 24 hours in
A I' ,!.,gor woman who was
bathroom last weekend at the
fed 1- :ai her home has
use in Skukuza, a village in
, !d
than $21,000,
.uger national Park in eastern
h is iir*
be the largest
South Africa.
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New campus signs cost University $52,000
BY Shelley Danforth
Staff Writer
Three new "University of
Maine" signs greeted students, faculty
and staff last weekend as another
semester of classes began.
The entrance signs, illuminated
at night by photo-cells, were pukhased
from Neokraft of Lewiston at a total
cost of $52,0(X).
Jean Piper. director of purchasing, said money donated to the campus
improvement fund for the prupose of
campus beautification was used to

purchase the signs, loctited at the three
primary entrances to campus.
Piper said a committee was
torrnedin September 1988 to handle
the process of getting new signs.
Tom Cole, director of Facilities
Management, said,"Funding was
arranged three or four years ago and
there was a recognized need for
improved signage on campus. It's not
a very well marked campus."
Piper and Cole admit that with
the budget c-as still fresh in everyone's
minds,the appearnnce of the signs on
campus was bad timing. Rut both

stress that the project was almost
complete when the budget crisis hit.
"We made a commitment to the
contractor prior to the budget problems
and we had to honor that conti act,"
Piper said.
"The signs were constructed last
fall and delivered to us last winter but
the ground froze up so early they had
to be stored. The signs were in storage
by the time the budget crisis revealed
itself," Cole said.
Cole said the new entrance signs
are only part of an ongoing project to
post new university-made signs all

Student life dips, says survey
(CPS)— Educators' concerns
about the slipping quality of campus
life — first leaked in January with a
call to "reinvent" college communities
— went public April 30 with the
release of a report charging that
campuses have become rife with
racism, sexism and other pheaornetta
that make them uncomfortable places
to live.
While students around the nation
have engaged in an uncoordinated,
year-long senes of protests of educators as bad landlords, lax community
managers and inefficient deliverers of
classroom quality, however, the .
administrators represented in the new
report largely blame students for the
problems.
The report by the Carnegie
lanualation for the Advancerne: of
I,•
Teaching focuses on "tfic- !!r

over campus.
"Eventually all residence halls
will have signs - about 50 buildings
total will get new signs. We're also
looking into traffic and directional
signs," said Cole.
University-made signs, modeled
after the Neokrafi signs, cost slightly
under $100 to make and Cole estimates another $5,000 to $10,000 will
be spent.
"The old signs were quite elaborate and expensive to maintain. That
saved maintenance cost is covering the
cost oi the new signs," Cole said.

THE DOLLARS AND
SENSE OF JOINING
AIR FORCE ROTC.

of student life," explained Caiinc,
President Ernest Boyer, who in tinc
1970s headed the agency that later
became the U.S. Department of
Education.
,"Confusion about governance
and incidents of excessive drunkenness, incivility, and sexual and racial
harassment could no longer be
ingnored," he said.
Boyer, who previewed many of
the report's findings in a speech at an
American Council on Education
meeting in January, compiled the
report by interviewing teachers,
students and administrators at 18
campuses, and surveying 382 college
presidents and 3:55 student affairs
officers.
Fifty-two percent of the presidents cited "quality of life' issues like

Force ROTC makes a lot
,.• for many reasons. Start
tire eligibility to
tfl

•a
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'Lill develop management
• ithers Everything you
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Are You An Opinionated Person?
Do You Cal

About Student Issues?

yo4; a 1,\veted yes to either of these questions, we have a job for you!

U,NCING:
Student Government Senator Elections
for the
General Student Senate
1990
and
Representative b4:its are availablo for both on-campus, off-campus,
residing in a iralc mit)/ or sorority house.
stun,
on tile inird
Petitions can b( pick(:11 up at the Student CIovcii11110r11 On ice
)2th Hnd are due
floor of the Memorial Union beginning on Wednesday the
to attend the first
back bY S€1)tetflber 20th, Al Stutielits are encouraged
GSS mceling on September Ii., 1990.
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DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE!
THERE WILL BE ROADBLOCKS AND SMCIAL PATROLS
ON AND AROUND CAMPUS.
...nationally there are 27,500 deaths each year due to drunk drivers.
...if you are convicted of drunk driving, you face a minimum fine of $350, loss of
your driver's license for at least 90.days :and possibly spending 48 hours in jail.
...if you are under 21 and are found operating, or attempting to operate, a motor
vehicle with a blood alcohol content Of .02 or more, you will lose your driver's
license for one year.
...the Maine Liquor Liability Act establishes a legal basis for suing a non-licensed
social host for ithentionally serving liquor to a minor or someone who is visibly
intoxicated
...police need only probable cause (not a search warrant) to search your vehicle
for alcohol or other illegal substances.
The Oki Town Police Department (827-5551)
The Orono Police Department (866-4451)
The UM Public Safety Department (581-4040)
The UM Substance Abuse Services (581-4016)

are working together to get drunk drivers off the road.

4

IF

IT TR PLANS MCI UDE DRINKING, DESIGNATE A DRIVER----• THAT'S AVIYAT FRIENDS ARE FOR HI
,
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By Stephanie Taylte
,Staff Writer

barely covers maintenanceCo...ts.
The task force recommetaied the tee
be increased to generate revenue I
ients have mu.„h to talk
the construction, maintenance ii
stand 10 1111C to
financing costs of new pa;iime
till‘Ast`r$, m the I osn.
The report states that the
Memorial Ltuon,
University of Maine's low tee tr.;
are discussing hc
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at the parking tee. from $5
universities. At the University AO
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Arizona. the cost is:POO a,r.emesier
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the in:
core of the carnpLs.
;hen to pit,
The task force ret.e)turpe!ite i
Cedassio said "1d it
that the ice oud be 1-1.
nnud hth,
more for parking,,as
dramatically instead of
lonr as the money is put to good use.
using steps because steps,,A
ike making more parking spots.'
result in lesser revenue. so timi
The fee for faculty rose even
would be less money available io
„Inghcr from $5 last year to a new
build the proposed parking.
1 rate 01 $2.5. Nest year it will go up to
Torn Cole, member of the
Faculty questioned said they
I. $35.
force. states in the report,that each
happy about the increased
Y,eie
five-dollar increase in out price gives
tee but have accepted it.
a thirty-five theusand.dollar increase
Professor Douglas Hall said, . in decal revenues.
"It's ironic that we have to pay
. He offered the opinion at
money to come to work."
such increases would be acceptable
The fee increase was approved ! if the revenue was used to provide
by the student senate and faculty
more parking spaces.
senates last spring.
Parking Coordinator Elearil/
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classes.
, Aceto said the parking crunch
would end after everyone settles into a
regular schedule.
Chandler said some of the
prodlem this semester results from
various construction projects on
campus.
"We have'a few less spaces than
last year," he said.
Aceto said that spaces will be
added this year behind Merrill Hall
and across from the Public Saftey
building.
A new lot was being considered
for in front of Stodder Hall, but Aceto
said that "aesthetically lt would not be
pleasant."
Chandler said he wished students
would try to arrive on campus earlier
and search for parking spaces rather
than park in the back field.
"Field parking is a temporary
situation. In a couple of weeks we w,II
have the fall rains," he said, and the lot
will close.
Aceto said the university had
looked into building a parking garage
on campus but had found it too
expensive.
"We would have to charge
people $100 per space per month," he
said. "It just is not cost effective." ,
"Bangor found that out," Aceto .
said,"you have to charge exorbitant •
prices," to pay for it.
The Bangor parking garage
charges $35 dollars per month for a
parking space.
Aceto said the University would
not build a :garage unless the state 'pair!
for it.

The campus parking problem is
one of convienience, not necessity,
according to two university administrators.
Vice President for Administratitm Thomas Aceto said a lack of
parking spaces was not the problem.
"We could go out right now and
find 50 spots," Aceto said Thursday.
He said that there were usually
spaces in the back of the Allond lot
and at the Steam Plant.
'"People park in the back field
(behind the Maine Center for the Arts)
because they think it is closer than the
steam plant," Aceto said.
Charles Chandler, assistant
director of administrative services,
agreed that spaces could be found.
"Convienience is a rrajor issue,"
he said. Chandler drove around
campus Firday at tioem and said he saw
more than 1(X)empty spaces. Chandler
called the parking system "a play of
the odds."
He explained that more decals
are sold than there are spaces for
because not everyone is on campus at
the same time.
The lots are designed for the
"maximum utilization of existing
parking spacts," he said.
If there was one space for every
decal sold,"There would be a lot more
asphalt and a lot more gravel on
campus," Chandler said.
Aceto said overcrowding is
always worst during the first week of
school because many students are oncampus buying books and adding

t
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ROTC to call college reservists
,Antrtp d

•

es-AMIN

(CPS)— As many as 187,000
college students across the country had
their fall term plans cast into doubt
Aug. 22, when President George Bush
said he would soon call up military
reservists tc support and replace troops
already sent to the middle East.
(
".0 KiEil#11-4 IT
If and when the call comes, the
students would have to leave school
abruptly, sometimes unsure if they will
have a place when they return or if the
tuition money they paid will be wasted.
"I don't know what frame of
mind I'll be in for my studies," said
.
Junior Waldron. an Army reservist
major
engineering
sophomore
who
is
a
;
c already have it.
We don't want your moms
at Resselaer Polytechnic Institute in
New York.
We know what you're thinking: "How did you get my money? What
No one knows exactly how many
money?" Well, this izin't any secret, and Were willing to tell you all
of the reservists subject to being called
about it, but you have to promise to come over and pick up these
to active military duty are college
tickets. What tickets? Well, we'll get to that.
students.
Joe Hanley,spokesman for the
Why we have your money,
U.S. Army Reserves, estimated that 61
percent of his group's 579,000 mem'The Comprehensive Fee was created to fund special things on campus
bers are full- or part-time college
that enhance your college experience. One of the things included in
students.
the Comprehensive Fee is a ticket or tickets to performances at the
The other branches of the
Maine Center for the Arts: Students taking 12 or more credit hours
military do not keep figures on how
receive two tickets per semester, Students taking 6-11 credit hours
many of their reservists are students.
receive one ticket. Students taking less than six credit hours do not Colleges theriselves typically
pay the comprehensive fee, therefore they are ineligble to receive
don't know how many of their students
tickets.
are subject to the military call-up.
To find out, Drexel University in
What tickets?
Pennsylvania set tip a hotline Aug. 23
for any stndents or staffavho would be
Tickets to Subscription Series events at the Maine Center for the Arts. If affected bY the Middle East crisis, but
YOU like jazz, we've got Wynton Marsalis, Cecil Taylor, and a special
received just four calls - only one from
performance combining George Shearing, Joe Williams and Joe Pass.
a student reservist - during its first
If you like dance, we've got Feld Ballets NY,0 Vertigo Danse,
week of operation, reported Vice •
Desrosiers Dance Theatre and Last Supper at Uncle Tom's Cabin. If
President for Student Affairs Richard
you are interested in performers that defy categorization, we've got
Woodring.
Michael Hedges, Avner the Eccentric and Kodo. Look through the
When Iraq invaded Kuwait, its
complete listing 'of our season at the right
small but oil-rich neighbor Aug. 2, life
became uncertain for botb students and
H.14,P
S.
their schools.
Soon after, President Bush seat
Just come in to the box office between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00'p.m.
_ 49300(115.S. troops to Saudi Arabia to
weekdays, with your student I.D. of course. It's fast anc_i_eavis--Just&
defend against a possible Iraqi invasion
it before September 14' Why Septegala...14,7---—
of that country.
Originally Pentagen officials
The importance of September 14.
thought only 100000 soldiers would
be needed,- but raised the figure to
We're reserving some of the best seats in the house for you. But
250,000 a week later.
you've got to act fast, because if you don't pick them up by September
On Aug. 22, Bush said he would,
14, they'll be released for sale to the general public. Tickets to the
activate 40,000 reservists to support
eventie) you are interested in might still be available, but don't take a
and replace the troop he had already
chance. Get your tickets before September 14. (Tickets for events
sent to the Persian Gulf region. It was
occuring in the second semester will not be available until January 14). the first time reservists had been called
to active duty since the Tet Offensive •
How to find out more about a performance.
it,: Vietnam in 1968.
,
Suddenly campuses were forced
All events are described in our sesson brochure, which we've left by
to ponder a significant number of
mailboxes in the residence halls, heavily trafficked areas in the Union
students and staffersiettiPng midand strategic points ail over campus.. If you can't find one, just stop in
semester to serve. Courie sections
and grab one in our lobby.
could lose their instructors. School ,
finances could he disrupted if fewer
students were around to pay teition and
dortn fees. Students themselves could
.4 V le
have their sexlies interrupted, without
a guarantee of beim), able to resume
r"
r,7.'

tI

them when they returned to civilian
life.
Although there is a federal law
the jobs of workers who
protects
that
there is no law
duty,
called
to
are
protecting students, Hanley said.
To ease uncertainty among
student reservists, Purdue University
published a detailed letter assuring
students they would get their fees
refunded and earn a certain amount of
credit, depending when they withdraw.
'The department of personnel
services was getting a lot of calls, and
student services was getting calls as
well," said Tim Newton,an editor for
Purdue's news service. Newton said the school didn't
know how many of its students are
reservists.
"I think it's a pretty small
percentage," Newton said. "At this
point we don't know."
Whatever the nutriber, the
financial impact on campus probably
would be minimal, added John Flume.
Purdue's vice president for state
relations. If students were missing
from school when the state surveys the
campus to determine its appropriation,
"it could potentially have a modest
impact" on state funding.
However, Huie added,"any
change in enrollment doesn't show up
(in terms of funding) for two years.
We're not talking about a sufficient
number of students" to cause funding
problems.
Smaller schools said they will
deal with the situation on a case-byease basis.
"If any (students) were called up,
we would do all we could to make
their re-entry after serving their county
as easy as possible," said Edward
Macias, provost at Washington
University in Missouri.,
Meanwhile the student reservists'
and their families try to prepare for
what may lie ahead.
Andy Wilsbn, a senior political
.cience major at Purdueand a student
-eservist,"wouldn't hesitate at all if a
...all went out."
However, while Wilson would
lave no regrets about leaving school,
se admitted it would be hard to leave
Kathleen, his wife of a month and a
half."
Being married "doesn't make it
any easier," Wilson said.
Rensselaer's Waldron,on the
other hand,joined the Army Reserves
"more to pay for college" than to fight
a war. When he enlisted, he didn't
think he might be sent to bank.
However, Dian of Students
Eddie Knowles assured, Waldron he
would get middle of the semester.
"If I get called, I can just pick up
where I left off," Waldron said.
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AVNER THE
ECCENTRIC
-satort.lav,
September 22
p.m.

ANNE-MARIE MCDERMOTT,
PIANIST
Sunday,September 30 at' 3 p.m.
••••••411 • ti ••
CZECH PHILHARMONIC
1990 Gala
Benefit Performance

Great Adventure awaits you every time
you come to a live performance at the
Maine Center for the Arts! Whether you seek
a simple flight of fancy or a thrilling journey
far beyond the familiar, you'll find your
personal adventure in the Hutchins Concert
Hall during our 1990-91 season.

Supported by the University of Maine
Alumni Association

A GATHERING
OF FRIENDS
t ,eorge Shearin1,1,, loe
and Joe Pass
Wed nesday„Aptil 10 at 7 pro

aturdas,, \lobes' 13 at ••• p m.
Bank
1/1., 1-.1S1
,t own 1,1.4 Maga/inc•
•
••••••••••

TOKYO STRING QUARTET
Saturday; April 6
at 8 p.m.

11,d hv

,1;','F.'•
.i';
'
'Z,A;,̀,,k4f
..

fHE SHANGHAI
ACROBATS AND
IMPERIAL WARRIORS OF
THE PEKING OPERA
Thursday, October 18 at
SARAFINAI
Friday, November lb at 8 p.m.
'sipixirted by the University of Marne
.Alumni Associanon

KODO
Wedneskiav, i•tsbruary
at 7 p.m.

dil

'NT° THE WOODS

THE CHIEFTAINS
Friday, November 30 at 8 p.m.

Saturday, April 20, at 8 p.m.
Sunday, April 21 at 3 p.m.
Ponk of Maine and Key

0 VERTIGO DANSE
Saturday, December 1 at S p m
LAST SUPPER
AT UNCLE TOM'S CABIN
Bill T. Jones/Arnie Lane 6.r.
Company and the Julius
Hemphill Sextet
Saturday, January 19 at 8 p m

FELD BALLETS NY
Wednesday,October 24
at 7 p.m.
WOODY GUTHRIE'S
AMERICAN SONG
Missouri Repertory Theatre
Saturday, October 27 at 8 p.m.liomecoming Weekend

THE GLEN CAMPBELL
GOODTIME HOUR
REVISITED
with Jim Stafford, John
Hartford and Nicolette Larson
Thursday, January 31
at 7 p.m
AN EVENING WITH
MICHAEL HEDGES
5,.turda‘ ebroarv 2

WYNTON FAARSALIS
Friday, November 9 at S p.m.
trv
,upponrd by the Lquver,
hITTInt

N.1 I Mr

41410f1

THE
MARRIAGE
OF FIGARO
New York C:ity
Opera National
Company
Monday,
February 4
at 8 p.m.

'trifle

MUMMENSCHANZ
Friday, April 26 at 8 p.m.
DESROSIERS
DANCE THEATRE
Saturday, February 23 at 8 p.m.
FRANCISCAN STRING
QUARTET
with Peter Orth
Sunday, February 24, at 3 p m
Sponsored by Digital Fquiptncnr
orporatron

Sponsored by Shaw's Supermarkets

•••••••••••
Call or write for your free copy of
our season brochure with
complete program descriptions
and an order form.

Charge by Phone using SAsa or MasterCard
960 am 4 00p m weekdays Call (207
581 1755 TEA:117TV servictils avattable for
the hearing impaired through this same
open
phone number BO Office window
9 00 4 00 weekdays and 1 1r2 hours before
every event Subscriber and Groot)
Discounts avaitabie

Co-ssistiaoted by the Opera
League of Maine
Supported by the University of Maine
Alumni Association

KLEZMER
CONSERVATORY BAND

EMANUEL AX,
PIANIST

.ember 10 at
Saturday, No,

`,aturday, Febntary
a iS p

p.m.

n.

lb

for reasons neyond our control
AU programs are spbsact tc ,:nange
by ttb Maine Arts COmnitrision. the
Provided
,,
FifoOtng for sevel'alfxocrar
the National Endowrnent for the Arts
and
Arts,
!!)EI
‘7..
on
New England Foundati

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
F IP 11-4F ARTS
MA INF r1*- NTFR (
4 69

O The 1990-91 Great Adventures performance

series is presented with generous
promotional assistance from WASI-TV

the Klezmei Conservatory Band,
PLEASE NOTE: Tickets to the Czech Philharmonic,the
Comprehensive Fee Progrant.
and The Marriage of Figaro are not available under
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Editorial
Governor John McKernan w

d have
you believe he is Maine's "EducationGovernor."
One recent television advertisement for his
campaign draws him as the champion of lowcost student loans and grants. He even purp
orts
to desire better quality in our schools.
Net the facts of the last year speak against
McKeman's claims. When McKeman's over
ambitious budget for fiscal years 1989-199
0
came up short just three months into the cycl
e,
he asked the University of Maine System Boar
d
of Trustees to drop $9.5 million from its budg
et,
or about 10 percent of the entire system's
budget for that time period.
The BOT,try as they might, were only able
to trim $4 million without "seriously hurting"
the System's mission, as Chairman Harry
Richardson said. McKernan, our "Education
Governor," the one concerned about the qual
ity
of our schools, told the system to trim anot
her
$2 million.
The result? The UMaine System was hurt
.
Contract faculty disappeared. Travel fund
s
vanished as well. Classes were dropped like
rotten fruit from the Tree of Knowledge.
These are not indications of a,
"commitment to quality."
And what of the "Education Governor's"
low-cost student loans? We have the Mai
ne
Educational Loan Authority, which has rate
s
higher than those of guaranteed loans, and
the
program is based on debt ratio, not need.
MELA loans, as such, tend to exclude the
people they were designed to help, those
with
too great an income for financial aid but
who
are unable to pay high educational costs.
Further, McKeman's.Student Incentive
Scholarships are too few and far between
to be
of much consequence to the average stud
ent.
Is ivicKeman Maine's "Education
Governor?" No, he is not. He is a wealthy
politician who sends his son (who appears
in the '
TV ad) to an out-of-state Ivy League school,
Dartmouth. McKeman and his father also
gladuated,from the New Hampshire school.
McKeman does not care about Maine's
public colleges. He cares about reelection,
and it
seems he'll say anything to do it, includin
g
distorting his sordid record.
. The Maine Campus ha:i undergone
series of fOrnat changes. We are mr.v
using
Macint()dr publishing unit that enables
us to
proclucc .t cleaner I king liewspaper.
For the most pirt, there is no limit
t
the things We can do with this newspa
The staff of
Maim.- Campos is V
excited ahout these changes and we wel
comf
your thput and suggestion!,
We would also like to invite all of our
readers to an.open house. This will
audience the opportunity to meet the staf
f,„,
see the new publishing equipment, and
discuss me issues that are plaguing the
t_Tni ,
versity ot Maine at this tiiim
Bear with us. The nr, rganizatif )1-1 ;rind
the new tormat will take sollie time to get
used to. You will be learniii.; with us.
Thanks for being bithful readers.
Stevcn Pappas, !•,,Jitor
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Life is much too short
For many students, the
Coppertone has been packed
away. School clothesIave been
purchased. Friends have
reacquainted themselves with
talk of how they spent their
summer vacations.
The
conversation is light,cheery and
superficial - no different than
the beginnings of school years
past.

long days and the tasty Army
food as the causes for his
exhaustion.
A week passed and he was
confined to his room. The
doctors thought he might have
pneumonia, and wanted him to
rest a few days. Within two
weeks he was sent home with a
pretty clearcut diagnosis of
pneumonia - or so the doctors
thought. More tests were
conducted and I later heard that
he had leukemia and that the
strenuous nature of camp had
only helped to further the cancer
along.

How are you?
How was your summer? Are
you glad to be back? Where are wonder what
the future will
you living this year?" The bring. They
are also beginning
questions fly fast and furiously, a nit.w
way of life, one filled
and the activities of an entire with quest
ions,insecurities,and
summer are quickly condensed self-dcubt
ing. For them, the
into a five-minute time span.
worrying will also be for naught
Twenty-one-years-old
as they settle into jobs that four and facin
g cancer. Who would
Eve itually, the topics of hard years
of studying trained have thought it to
look ai him.
discussion shift to more weighty them for.
He
seem
ed
healt
hy
enough, but
matterssuch as sending resumes,
illne
ss
is
decei
ving
sometimes.
looking for "real" jobs, and
Trevor
Downs
is
guessing as to where the hottest preparing
to embark on a new
I haven't heard how
parties ofthe year will take place. life,too - one
filled with the pain Trevor is doing now,
but I wish
and frustration of dealing with him
well
and
keep
him
in my
Campus is alive with cancer. Yes
cancer,the dreaded daily prayers.
color, activity, and thoughts of "c- word
that everyone secre,tly
the near future.
fears. I met Trevor this past
Unfortunately, we often
summer in Fayetteville, North spen
d
a great deal of time
First-year
students Cam!ma. He was a nice enou
gt concerning ourselves with little
wandet campus aimlessly, guy,
kind of quiet, with a dry things
that don't really matter.
looking for familiar faces and sense
of humor. We talked like worr
ying "if people can tell
trying to get adjusted to campus bnef
ly about our futures, his as I'm
a freshman," or wondering
as quickly as possible. College a seni
or at Wake Forest "if my
answers were what the
is a new way of life for them, Unive
rsity and mine as a senior inter
viewer was looking for."
and the first few weeks may be at the
University of Maine.
True, these things seem earthfrustrating and lonely at times,
shattering at the time, but they
as they get used to the many
Since we were attending reall
y are minor in comparison
changes and start to make friends an
Army ROTC Advanced to
a life-and-death struggle of a
all over again. That will all ('am
p togetherour conversation
2 I -year-old battling cancer.
change as time goes on, natur
ally shifted to -what we
however. By October break thou
ght we might enjoy doing
This column is not meant
they'll laugh at all the funny, whil
e fulfilling our Army
to
depr
ess hut rather to remind.
flci wonder requirements. We
only talked To remind you that life
is indeed
.,,ariedabout for about 10
minutes,just long short. To short
going to ollege in the first place.
it
seem
s. Live
nough to make casual
each day to the fullest and enjoy
conversation, and then we
went it because,like Trevor. you never
Seniors are preparing our separ
ate ways.
know what the next day. will
themselves to leave the'friendly
bring.
Confines of the University of
I saw him a few days later
Maine at the 'same time, and and
he looked a little pale. I
John Begin is a
they flash stressful, anxious
asked him how things. were
senior journalism major
looks as they send'nut resumes, goin
g and he said he was feeling
from Winslow. Maine
go through interviews,
and a little run down, blam
ing the

4416901
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Seniors

Recruiting Companies

Services Offered
• Counseling & Advising

Welcome back to campus. It's really happening . .. you're in your final year, and thu
Career Center staff will make it as easy as possible to take the next big step. Whether
you'll be applying to graduate/professional sclool, seeking employment or hoping
to "do your own thing," the Career Center has services which can help. For those who
will be job hunting or applying to graduate/professional school, the irionnation
below is designed to help you get started on the process now.
If you are undecided about your career plans, come and talk with us. Wi can help
you assess your skills and interests and provide you with the resources to explore
a wide variety of career cptions.
We look forward to getting to know you and to being of service to you during the
coming year.
The Career Center Staff

• Computerized Career Gu.dance System
• Self-Help Career Lab

10/3/90
10/3/90
10/16/90
10/17;90

• Career Literature

10/18/90

• Maine Mentor Program

10/19/90

• Part Time & Summer Jobs

10/22/90

• Seminars & Workshops

• Mock interviews

10/23/90

• Special Programs
• On-Campus Interviews
• Current Job Openings
10/25/90
10126/90
10/29/90

• Employer literature
• Graduate & Professional Schools

10/30/90

10/31/90
11/1/90

Programs for Students Considering an Advanced Degree...

11/2/90

Graduate & Professional Fair
An opportunity to gather information arid ask
questions from a variety of schools and
programs including-. theology - business - law special eduoition - optometry - library and

Masters in ,Social Work, Med
Counseling,lEd.D. Counseling,Ph.D.
Psychology----Sorting it All Out

A nuts and bolts workshop including a step-byA u

or; discussion with professors and

pra t it turners.

information icience - wellness management dentistry - miss communication and more.

Wednesday, October 17
2:30 - 400 PM
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union

Thursday, October 4
1000 AM -

Applying to Graduate School
Workshop

step approach to the application process.
Presented by the Director Of Graduate Student

11/6/90

Admissions & Services at UMaine.

11/7/90

Monday, October 15
3:00 - 4:00 PM

11/8/90

Sutton Wow,Memorial Union

3110 PM

11/9/90
11/12/90

Memorial Union

e»'

11/13/90

Maine Recruiting
Consortium

Job Search Workshops
Resume Writing

A full day of interviews for liberal arts and

Sept 13

3.10 PM

business graduates with over 20 employers from

Sept 17

3.iO em

December 6, 1990
Eangor Civic Center,
9:00 AM - 4:30 PM
Students must register with the Career Center
and submit resurnes,for pre-screening by

Sept. 18

1:10 PM

Sept 19

1:10 PM

Oct 1

2.10 PM

Thursday. October 18

N. 1,3angor Lounge, Union

College of Sciences'

•

September 11 - College of Business Administration

FFA Room, Union
September 12 College of Forest Resources

•

College of Applied Sciences
& Agriculture ,

Interviewing Techniques
3-10 PM

September 13 College of Arts and Humanities

FFA Room, Union

College of Social & Behavioral

2 10 PM

S,•; •

Sciences

2. 10 PM
(s.

•

10 Ph*

Participating Companies

September 20 Colkge of Education
Cover Letters

Ames D-partment Stores
Brooks Drug
Bureau of Taxation
Cianfxo Corporation
CVS
Dead RivEr
Farm Credit Banks of Springfield

Sept. 25

210 rat

FFA Room, Union

Locations 140 Little Hall • 110 Lade Hall'
7:00 P.M

Job Search Strategies

Oct 20

2 10

PM

FFA Room, Union

The Second Interview

Fleet Bank
G. H. Bass
IRS
John Hancock-Maine Agency
K-Mart
Lockheed Sanders, Inc.
Metropolitan Life
Northwestern Mutual life Insurance
Osco Drug
J. C. _Penney
Radio Shack
Russ Berrie and Company
The Upiohn Company

11/14/90
11/15/90

Corporation
Pela
Nitiroid
EsdiC
eLrporati
lirY"
BOA& Incorporated
MacDonald Page & Company
Mr Foroe-Olfiter Programs
Strathmore Paper Company
Army/Air lb= Exchange Service
Airway. IriceePosted
General Electric Company
International Paper Company
ruhletic Attic
Parm Family Insurance Company
K-Mart Apparel Corporation
'Albin, Randall & Bennett CPA's
;Central luelligerice Agency
Babcock & Wikin Company
National Security Agency
K-Mart Corporation
AirpForce
ce Civilian Personnel Management'
me

September 10 College of Engtneering'

2 IG mm
210 r,,

Sept 11
Sept 12

across New England.

Senior Placement Nights

United States Coast Guard
I Int yeisity of Pittsburgh/Seircsic•
Emit & Young
Berry Dunn McNeil & Parker, CPA •
• Veteraiss AdJOifice of Inspe,rr,i
KPW;Pest Marwick
Deloste & Totiche
•
Loiselle and Beatham, CPA's
•
& Lybrand
P. If Glatfelter Company .
James River/Old Town Towel & lissue Div
Brown & Root, Incorporated
National Starch and Chemical Company
Measures
Wisissco Corporation/Fine Paper ()Blot
•
Allen-firsdiey/A Rockwell Int!rnatiorill co.
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Champion International Corporation
CRS Shrine. Incorporated
S
Warren Company/Dinsion of Scott Pa
11, 5. Naval Underwater Sys ems Center
Hollinpworth & Vosc Company
Procter & Gamble Company
Union Camp Corporatioh/Frne Paper Di • op tidercuies, Incorporated
ABB Process Autornatityn, Inc. (Combustior
Kamyr, Incorporated
ileXAS Instr.,Inc./Semiconductor Sales Grot. p
Merck & Co.Inc./Calgon Water Managemell
Ilatxmal Oceanic & Atmospheric Admin
Commissioned Officer Corps
Mitre
C4iant0iOn InteenatiOnal (ik'
ctlOontinit
Company of America
Corpatin1/590
ar:
"
Container Corporation
Electric BON Division/General Dynamics

FFA Room, Union

11/16/90 BMX Cascade Corporatkin/Paper Group
11/26/90 Aetna Lae and Casualty Company
Laeger Ade & Associates
Ws Angeles County Dem of Public Works'
11/27/90 Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation
S. 0 warren C,ompany/Researcn Laboratory
11/2/4/90 Ma!ne State/Bureau of TasaUon
Russell Stover Candies
Simpson Paper Company/Centennial Mill 11/29/90 H. P. Hood, Inoorporated
Computer Associates International, Inc.
EYCJ'eady Battery Company. Incorporated
James Pryer/Otis Disrsion
11/30/90 Bailey controls Company
Ingersoll-Rand,114PC0 Drvisioh
12/03/90 Central Maine Power Company
Key Program, Incorporated
12/4/90 Ben Paperchern, Incorporated
Electronic Data Systems Corp.(SED Program)
12/5/90 Ames Depamnent Stores, Incorporated
'The Mead Corporation
12/7/90 Brooks Drugs, Incorporated
12/11/90 Digital Equipment Corporation
12/12/90 Grossman's, Incorporated
New England Telephone Cornpa•••••

CareerVision Inirormation Centcri fhe ,nployer-Student
(owlec;i,m Mach- l',azsi
.1.1 this ittharrriantr:
r rn.irl, •
•!
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Local garage
refuses to tow

-

,

)7 f ('re

b Bridget Soper
Staff Writer

,

William Shorey's tow trucks will
come anytime to help a stranded
;hotorist or help someone unlock a car
out he will not send a truck to tow an
illegally parked car from the University of Maine campus.
Shorey, owner of Skip's Auto
Repair Shop in Old Town,says that he
,s not comfortable towing student cats.
"I'd rather not do it," Shorey_
said.
Shorey has been )r) business for
and has had a towing service
years
.29
years.
In that time, his tow
or 25
'rucks have towed only a few cars
'TOM Campus.

'"I can't feel right about it. They
'students) pay big money to go to
,chool and there appears to be no
wher,e near enough parking. I don't
want to take money from students for
something like that," Shorey said.
People who have had their
vehicles towed away must pay
etween $40 and $75 to have their cars
released depending upon which towing
Company was called. A car cab be
towed as far away as the Hogan road
Sunoco Station in Bangor.
Shorey sadi that his business has
not been hurt by his policy.
"We have all the towing we
Want. There is enough good towing so
doti't have to tow from the UniverSity," Shorey said.
According to Shorey. he is not
anti-police and he has,woriced with the
pniversity police on occasion.

1)
ehher is signing into her room at i ).))): A hili ti aiiihri. i he RA. helping her is Yvette Robertson.
hot() by Scott Le( lair.)

Litirary cleans up, adds on for new year
By Julie Canipagna
Staff W iter

Access that it is nice and clean and
will have less of a tendency to start
writing on them."
I .t.ler Library is starting off
There will be some new carrels
with . ..in start this fall semester in
located on the third floor and they will
additi
', it's new equipment.
be a double-decker wall unit, three on
'
'7 the summer, the third floor
top, three on the bottom. The corncarrel iil the soft grey chairs were
pany providing the double-decker wall
vigor), )cleaned in an attempt to
unit is also installing new cushions for
remove at much ink from the furniture
the other carrels on the second floor
as possib e and "they are looking much because they feel they have a better
,frtter" slid Joyce Rumery, the Head of 'design for the cushions or the seats.
i

si

b

There is also another photocopier being added to the library which
now makes a total of eleven public
photocopiers.
The Lynch Room was yet
another room that was cleaned. There
will be three new cassette disc players
in there for recreational listening and
educational uses. This room refers to
Mr. Tom Lynch who gives money to
See Library page 16

'Thesefmounen crud;on quickly.
Those IBM PS/2's •lhould get them ryir to afast start.'

p
(c)m
r,f7,

Take a trip to Maine
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Plus, a package full
ofcoupons good for
free & discounted
items at arc-a merchants
To qualify,simply open a Maine
Savings checking account with 1260
or more. Not only will you get a FIFE
gift, you'll get a package of benefits

How're you going to do it?

22 Well:

•Compare,our banking hours and
you'll find we've got some tithe niost
convenient in town We're open 800
M to 4 pm Monday through Thursday,, Open Ill6p.m_ on Fridays And
on Saturdays,our Bangor \f,
open 9-12 noon.

IBM Personal System/2°(fan get you up and rur ning fast,to,•
helps you whip through ((TM paptIN and reports, and
revisions (illicitly and easily. 1'1411 get more v.ork don
It comes preloaded with the ,oftware you ni• rlurn it on and its ready to go.
With a point-and-dick IBM Mouse and col,
graphics. it's easy to !earn and fun to use.
And if that isn'r enoOgh,the sou-id student pt
makes it easy to afford. and you can pay tor it in ilmo •
ments with an IBM PS/2* Loan for Learning
Let us show you how the PS/2 can help put you
the fast track.

•Our FREE One

Money*Express card

'

'14

gets you cash anytime
you want — the
Memorial Union,Doug's
N Save,at the Bangor Mall—at
more than 150 locations in Maine and
over 20,000 11201x-wide'
So,travel to our Orono banking
office to open 2 checking account
today We're conveniently locateitat
31 Main Street in downtown Orono
just up the street from Pat's Pizza'
What could be better? Except free
money,ofOnUfSe.

ift'e'.

4iat

(2t17 I 86(5-5555
Offer veadahs,for a uslased time only.

_
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Life
University of California at Berkeley,
where students staged April sit-ins
occupied a campus building May 1.
demanding policy changes on minorcalling for more representation on the
ity, facutly tenure and gay rights
school committeas that decide many
issues, said the only way to get
quality of life i.snes and for officials to
administrators to make changes is for
drop a planned education once hike.
students to tycott classes and protest.
Many students charge that
"The things we've gotten have
administrators say they are concerned,
through student action. Negotiacome
but don't do enough to !ry to improve
(with administrators) gets you
tion
campus life.
nowhere. Going on strike and de"It's a problem of education
manding action is the only way you'll
today. especially at large research
get it," he maintained.
universities," said Chrit.tine Guardia of
But administrators say they are
the Syracuse-based Undergradustes for
working hard to improve their cama Better Education. "Students are not
puses.
getting what they ar paying for."
"Improving the quality of life is
a
Part of the problem. Guardi
a goal high on the agenda of campus
said, is students don't hold their
leaders, and one to which'they are
•`';,•:;1••• -•,,don't
schools accouhte!-•!
devoting increased time, energy and
i.;•;; , uiles.9)
demand much ol
resources," argued Robert Atwell,
the universities see no reason to
president of the American Council on
change," she said.
ion, which co-sponsored the
Educat
As recent activities suggest.
ie Foundation report.
Carneg
however, some collegians are demandreport itself said,"We do
The
ing that the educators become better
suggest that colleges and
to
wish
not
landlords. For example,students at
have been unresponsive to
ties
universi
Morgan State and Tennessee State
the new realities of campus life.
universities pretested having to live in
Indeed, our study of campus life
dilapidated dorms.
convinced us that quite the opposite is
After touring TSU, where
students complained.about rats,
cockroaches, broken plumbing and
leaky roofs, state Sen. John Ford called
the dorms "deplorable. I would not let
my pet dog live in these dormitories."
Students at the University of
Arizona, and Michigan State, Iowa
State and Syracuse universities, to
name a few, have complained that
hard-to-understand foreign-born
teaching assistants make some courses
worthless.
Aaron Woollfolk, a student at the
magets t.iiis

!1:..

crime, inadequate
:•:,. race relations as their

:,• ;;est
Students at a wide variety of
hools have been raising similar
cs in a little different form at
sparate protests for more than a year
In the protests, students have
• • J for solutions to problems such as
urity and rising crime_threats, high
..aon rates for courses led by grad
,istants instead of professors and
••-- campus bureaucracies that seem
.•;,;rons;ve to students' daily
Several campuses suffered
issues the
turmoil about quality ot
very week the Carney • ,• ; andation
,eleased is epore
NA ang that c I.: -.mates complaining about sexual harassment often
have to wait in line to get help,
Princeton University of students held a
two-day sit-in asking the university to
hire another counseling staffer.
Princeton officials had refused, citing
budget constraints.
Some 10,000 out-of-state
students sued the Commonwealth of
'vlassachusetts May 2, charging it
illegally raised their tuition rates in
mid-term without warning and without
providing any higher level of education.
Wesleyan University was rocked
by its second fire-bombing in a month
on April 30. In a letter found after the
first bombing on April 7, an unnamed
student group claimed to be trying to
move Wesleyan officials to end racism
and sexism in American higher
education.
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what
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have
can
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activiti
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kinds
what
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sororiti
and
tites
fraterni
their
sponsor.
"I think action should follow.
It's my responsibility to all of the
respondents to make this information
public and try to gain some cainsensus
within the community on what changes
should be made," said Richard Grace.
vice president of student affairs at
Purdue University, where a survey ot
1,000 students and faculty members
found that drinking and dorm conditions were major concerns.
Both North Carolina and Duke
university officials recently announced
new measures to improve housing
security at their schools.
Hoping to make the quality of i
classes better, Syracuse now requires
" grad assistants to take a program about
how to lead a course before they can
.. teach a class.
. 'schools
Ilt
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TRAINING SCHEDUL,E IS AS FOLLOWS:
Bangor Lounge
Thursday, September 13 7 - 9:30pm - North
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Polls show Brennan on top
of gubernatorial race

the Field!

Ball n. .-++ tall, held in the Fieldhouse Friday due to inclement weather,
could only keep Joan Fortin (I) and Cheryl Daly entertained after the food
was gone. The School Street Band performs in the background.

Lobby wants juice boxes back
AUGUSTA, Maine(AP)- A
trade organization representing makers
of aseptic packaging is trying to
develop a grassroots campaign to
overturn a ban on Maine sales of the
single-serving beverage containers.
The newly formed Maine
Citizens for Environmental Studies is
spending an estimated $12,000 or
more to run full-page ads in several
newspapers urging Mainers to force
legislators who outlawed the containers to reconsider the decision.
The organization representing
makers of the so-called "juice-boxes"
or "brick packs."

_
0

The Legislature outlawed the
sale of juice, soy milk and other nondairy drinks in the popular soft sided
little boxes when it passed sweeping
solid-waste legislation in 1989.
Lobbyists for the industry tried
to overturn that first-in-the-natien ban
during this year! legislative session,
but lawmakers refused to concede and
the containers were removed from the
shelves of Maine grocery stores at :he
beginning of this month.
Manufacturers contend that the
boxes. which contain layers of plasti.::,
paper and alnminum, can be recycled.

ytilit

Saturday. It was a
great success!
Hi Sam!
Tell me, have you
found Penelope yet?
-Tex
•
Perky P!
We all missed you at
our last bash. By the
way, have you lost any
weight?
- TM & SP
Ellen,
P.A.G.S.
RULES!
You're the best chick,
I'll tell ya!
with love,
P.A.G.S

Ma

7.=r
Ask,••• 2900 or
13/0 Call 827 -

f•til

Jones said that she was forced to enter
a shelter.
Despite a temporary restraining
order that was issued ordering Judkins
to "refrain from all other actions which
may impair or impede (Baker's) use of
the premises," Judkins removed her
belongings, which had a total value of
more than $5.500.
Jones Said that Baker has not
been able to retrieve many of the
.hundreds of items taken.
Cox called Judkins' actions
"malicious, abhorrent, outrageous and
intentional."
"We realize that landlords are
sometimes put in a tough situation
when they try to evict tenants," Jones'
said. "However, there are specific .
laws and channels that are in place for
than to follow and apply. In this case
Judkins did not follow that path."
A message lefewith Michael
Weirs. attorney for Judkins, was aot
immediately returned Wednesday.
Jones said that when Such
evictions occur it begins "a downw..spiral for these types of familie
almost impossible-for mothers wai.
several small children, raising them
alone, to come up with a security
deposit and initial rent payments.
They begin going-from one town ti •
another on general assistance."

NEWPORT, Maine .(AP) A
Bangor woman who was illegally
evicted from her home has been
awarded more than $21,000, which is
believed to be the largest settlement
ever in Maine in a case of its kind.
Dorothy Baker was awarded
$5,500 for the loss of personal
belongings,$5,000 for emotional
distress, $10,000 in punitive damages
and $892 in attorney's fees by Judge
David Cox of Newport District Court.
Pine Tree legal Assistance Inc.
attorney Kyle Jones, who represented
Baker. said Wednesday it was the
largest settlement he is aware of in the
state in an eviction case
Baker and her four young
children were renting a 'railer last
winter from Peter Judkins of Dexter.
According to Jones and court documentation cited by the Bangor Daily
News, Judkins attempted to evict
Baker, but his case was dismissed last
March in the Newport court.
Judkins returned to the mdbile
home on March 21 and, using a
baseball bat, allegedly broke the
windows of the residence. ,
"Judkins deliberately tore the oil
barrel away from the dwelling, cut the
power and smashed every window in
+lie trailer," Jones said.
As a result, Baker was unable to
I.ay in the residence with her children.
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minus 4 percent.
For Brennan, who preceded
McKernan in the Blaine House and is
winding up his second two-yey- term
as southern Maine's congressman, the
12.4-percent edge in the latest publicly
released poll was the largest since he
announced he would run in late
December.
McKernan did not immediately
return a felephone message left with
The Aswciated Press. But caner, he
had questioned the validity of the
survey and said his own polling
showed him trailingtby a much smaller
margin.
"My own guess is that we are
withing 5 to 6 percentage points,- he
told the News.
A Capitol News Service poll last
fall showed McKernan ledding by
about 40 percent to 39 percent for '
Brennan and 20 percent undecided. In
a CNS poll- taken in May, Brennan had
surged to 45 percent, while McKeman
dropped to less than 37 percent and the
share of undecideds shrank to less than
17 percent.
In the Senate race. Cohen
claimed the support of 69.1 pecent of
the respondents, While Rtilde had 19.9
percent and 11 percent saki they were
unsure which candidate they would
support.

Woman wins $21,000 in
eviction suit settlement

!
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ES: Gain valuaote
c.sperience while
earning good pay. Call. For Sale on campus.
990 Cannondale
L.-.......1 7
-ri:7 PERSON
Mountain Bikes in great
\entative
shape and ready to go.
:for Coppertone
These bikes cost $479
Springbreak trips to
new. $349 used. Bring
Cancun, Daytona,
your student ID and say.
Nassau and Jamaca.
10% more. Don't miss
Best programs availabl
this chance to get a great
anywhere. Great
bike at a terrific savings!
incentives and free trips Sponsores by the Acadia
possible Call for mor
Bike and Canoe of Bar
information 1-800Harbor. Sale to he
2214432 and ask for
'held in thc Student
Union Sept 10th from
Brenda or Bruce
9:00am to 7:00prn &
Sept 11th from 9:00am
to noon. VISA I
needed to earn free trip
and hiF commisieinfby MASTERCARD accepted. For additional
qlling vacationinformation please call
tackage to Cancun,
us at:
Mexico, Nassau I
2.88-9605
Paradise Island,
t3aharnas & Jamaca.
or more information
, All toll free in or
j • utside Conneticut
Class!aan

BANGOR,Maine(AP)Democratic Rep. Joeseph E. Brennan
naid a poll giving him a 12.4 percent
margin in the race against incumbent
Gov. John R. McKernan shows that his
lead is widening.
The statewide survey commissioned by the Bangor Daily News and
the Augusta-based Capitol News
Services showed that Brennan, the
former two-term governor, had the
support of 49.7 percent of the respondents.
McKernan, a Republican, had
373 percent, while nearly 12 percent
said they were undecided and 1.2
percent expressed support for Augusta
real-estate agent Andrew Adam. who
is running as an independent.
The latest polling results left
Brennan "extremely pleased and
encouraged."
"The lead is widening; the ,
momentum is continuing to build:," he
said in a prepared statement Satuday,
asserting that the survey reflects a
backlash against McKeman's "negative" campaign tactics.
The poll, which showed Brennan
steadily gaining ground in comparison
to earlier surveys, was based on
responses from 592 Mainers who said
they were very likely to vote in the
Nov.6 election. Conducted last week,
the poll has an error margin of plus or
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Big changes Black Bears drop season opener 31
mark
athletic dept.
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff 1‘ riter

When Carl Smith fumbled on the
University of Maine's first offensive
By Jeff Pinkham
play of the game, leading to a VilStaff Writer
lanova touchdown, first-year head
coach Kirk Ferentz knew he was in for
ht
The summer of 1990 broug
a long day.
"That was a perfect example of
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Maine Athle
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After the Smith fumble, the
Alfond Arena, the growing throng of .
Wildcats wasted no time capitilizing
U Maine hockey fanatics will have
on the mistake, turning it into a 7-yard
more space to get crazy, but as head
to
touchdown pass from Tom Colombo
coach Shawn Walsh said will still give
the
Jeff Johnson,just 3:33 into
the arena the."eoziness" it has had in
penod.
the past.
Villanova took advantage of
The addition will also allow ,the
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another UMaine miscue just a few
men's and women's basketball
their
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or
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Changes

continued from pa,ge 13
_

Rideout, a former administrative
assistant, but Van Alstine will be
missed.
Other than the University of
.Maine itself, the people that are going
to be affected by the changes in the
athletic department are the administrators that will be handling two jobs to
make up for the lost personnel.
Thomas Boeh, formerly the
assOciate athletic director for external
affairs, will take on the added responsibility of senior associate AD.
Former assistant AD for intramural and campus recreation, Dave
Ames, will have broadened responsibilities with his promotion associate
AD for intramural/campus recreation.
Ian McCaw has been promoted
from sports information director to
assistant AD for external affairs.

Races

continued from page 13

streak to a career-high 11 games,,
1 Sunday.
Myers followed with a homer.
Young (8-14) became the 21st
Jimmy Key(10-7) gave up an
major leaguer, and ninth in the
unearned runi and six hits over seven
American League, to strike cut four
innings. He struck out four and 'hiked
battersi in one inning. Bill Swift
one. Jim Acker and Duane Ward
worked' two innings for his fifth save.
for the Jays.
finished
striking
toung began the first by
Jack McDowell(12-7) gave up
out Jody Reed and Carlos Quintana
six runs, five earned, on nine hits in
Wade Boggs also struck out, but
ye-plus innings.
reached first on catc
passed•ball.
hletics 7, Yankees 3
•
After Ellis Bu
struck out Mike Greenwell.
The Oakland Athletics completed the first season sweep ever
Joe Hesketh (0-2) gave up a
against the New York Yankeei -land
double to Jay Buhner in the second.
Buhner took third on a single by Edgar only the fourth in major-league history
- winning 7-3 on Willie MeGeels
Martinez and scored on a wild pitch.
tiebreaking, twolrun triple in the ninth
Oar Vizquel reached first on a
inning Sunday.
throwing error by shortstop Luis
Rivera and Harold Reynolds followed
The A's won all 12 games
with an RBI double.
- against the Yankees this year and
outscored them 62-12.
Blue Jays 6, White Sox 1
With the score tied at 3-3, Willie
Fred MeGriff and Gref Myers hit Randolph drew a leadoff walk from
consecutive home runs in a four-run
Tim 1.2ary (8:18). Randolph took
sixth inning as the Toronto Blue Jays
second on Lance Blankenship's hitbeat the Chicago White Sox'6-1
and-run grounder.
Sunday.
Rickey Henderson walked and
The Blue Jays broke their
McGee tripled for his third hit. Two
• . American League attendance record
. more'walks loaded the bases and Mark
with g sellout crowd of 49,870. It was
McGwire hit a two-run single,
tb;: club's 48th consecutive sellout and
Dave Stewart (19-10) gave up
in:reased the season total tit, 3,386,385. nine hits in eight innings. Dennis
McGriff led off the silsth with his Eckersley pitched the ninth.
ni home run. extendinp his hittnig

combining the responsibilities he held
previously as SID.
'spending some time working
with McCaw at the sports information
office, I have seen how busy the SID
position alone can be. Adding extra
responsibilities could make it a long
and very busy year.
The UMaine athletic department
did receive some good news this
summer when
Athletic Director Kevin White
turned down a similar position at the
University ,sf Connecticut after he was
named One of three finalists.
Given the problems the athletic
department is facing with the budget, if
White had taken the position at UConn
the adjustment to_a new AD would
have made it a very difficult yeaf for
the department.

NFL Scores
Kansas City 24, Minnesota 21
Washington 31, Pheonix 0
Green Bay 36. L.A. Rams, 24
Chicago 17, Sew!. 0
Tampa Bay 38, 1
'
Dallas 17, San Diego
Atlanta 47, Houston 27
Cincinatti 25, NY Jets 20
L.A. Raiders 14, Denver 6
Miami 27, New Englanil 24
Cleaveland 13. l'HO/w
Buffalo 26 1.H'
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Lick

Continued from page

goals in maintaining a high-quality, diversified student population.
Students from across the globe are taking classes at UMaine,according to
Lick. The number of international students rose to 525 this semester, which marks
a 400 percent increase in those students since 1985. In fact, there are students from
22 foreign countries, 23 states, and every county in Maine, he said.
Lick said both orientation and registration went without major incidents.
He said morale was good among students, faculty and staff despite a cut of 145
classified workers,faculty,and staff at the Orono and University College campuses
because of budget cuts implemented last year.
Students may have some difficulty getting some classes, Lick said.
There were also cuts made in travel and equipment budgets, he said.
The only area where money was added was in the fuel budgetfor this winter.
Lick said that. budget was increased $500,00h to compensate for rising fuel costs.
If the price of oil rises any more than its current price —$20 per barrel —
the university will be cutting "muscle rather than fat" from the budget.
For each dollar increase in the price of oil, the university is forced to pay
$62,000, Lick said. The result of a drastic increase would be devestating.

Continued from page 10

Library
the library foriCD players and tlso
maintains the Lynch Room. The
ompact disc players are expected to
he put in within a week, as soon as
there are locks to secure them. Mr.
Lynch'sintention for the room was for .
people to be able to go in there and
enjoy music, although it is not limited
to that.
The library also has a collection
of over 800 CDs. There is all kinds of
music located in the listening center on
the second floor, ranging from
classical to regae back to rock. To
obtain the discs one must have an ID
card. You can.sign them out of the
library or listen to them there.
There are new journal subscriptions, in both the science and
humanitites areas. The newspaper
ollections also grew. and both are

very important resources for research.
Located on the first floor, near
the reference dsk, we have CD ROM,
which is a research tool that contains
information given off a compact disc.
There are two, one is ERIC, an
educational data base usml to search
for educational topics. The other is
disclosure, a database for business
topics. These databases do not go
through the mainframe and students
will not be charged.for its use.
The Science and Engineering
Department will be getting MEDLINE,
a medical database, without going
through the mainframe.
And lastly there will be newer
and more creative signs posted
prohibiting and discouraging eating
and drinking in the library. *
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KAPPA DELTA PI is sponsoring A SEMINAR:

Study In England or
Canada?
Monday, September 10, 1990
7:00pm
100 NEVILLE HALL

Student Teach in England or Canada?
'Maine President Dale Lick speaks to iie press last Thursday about
increased enrollment for the 1990 —91 academic year.
(photo by Scott LeClair)

All interested are welcome - Free admission
1

UMaine Circle K
eadership - community service - friendship
UMaine Circle K invites all students to
join us Wednesday, September 12
•at 6:30pm in the Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union for a

New Member Program
and
Invest
In Our
Reception
Future

WHERE: STUDENT UNION
WHEN: SEPT 10TH 9:00 AM-7:00PM
SEPT 11TH 9:00AIVI- NOON
ANNONSULLEf -

TRESS /I

COb

1.11

sAvr (,

$479.(
MORE

t'"
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A RID

T.HLi4 RICE $349.00
YOUR STUDENT II)

VISA./MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

DORT MRS THIS CRAWS TO GET A GREAT MAE AT

If you are interested in service to the

BRADY TO GO

TERRIFIC SAVINGS!

SPONSORED BY

campus and community, leadership
development, career contacts,
travel opportunities and friendships.
come see what we are all about!
Tnable.to attend? Join us any Wednesday.
•
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